Expression and prognostic significance of survivin splice variants in diffusely infiltrating astrocytoma.
Alternative splicing of survivin (BIRC5) pre-mRNA generates the common isoform survivin and five additional splice variants: survivin2B, survivinΔEx3, survivin2α, survivin3B and survivin3α. Although the common isoform survivin has been shown to be involved in tumourigenesis and progression of various tumours, including diffusely infiltrating astrocytoma, the expression of other survivin splice variants in astrocytoma has not been fully investigated. Aims To evaluate the expression status and particularly prognostic significance of survivin splice variants in diffusely infiltrating astrocytoma. mRNA expression of the six survivin variants in 73 diffusely infiltrating astrocytoma and 18 normal brain tissue samples was investigated by using reverse transcription-PCR (RT-PCR), and the total survivin protein expression by western analysis and immunohistochemistry. Association of survivin and its splice variants with tumour grade and prognosis was examined by statistical and survival analysis. The survivin, survivinΔEx3, survivin2B and survivin2α splice variants were significantly elevated in diffusely infiltrating astrocytoma, and were barely detectable or not detectable at all in normal brain tissue. Survivin3B and survivin3α were not detected in these samples. The positive rates of the expressed four variants increased with astrocytoma grade. Significantly, expression of these splice variants was associated with much poorer disease-specific and progression-free survival (Kaplan-Meier analysis, p≤0.002). Cox regression model further indicated survivin2α mRNA expression and nuclear survivin immunostaining to be significant independent negative prognostic factors. The survivin, survivinΔEx3, survivin2B and survivin2α splice variants were significantly elevated in astrocytoma, and were associated with tumour grade and poorer prognosis.